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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This report summarizes the work of the National Fusion Collaboratory (NFC) Project [1,2] funded by the United States Department of Energy (DOE) under the Scientific Discovery through Advanced Computing Program (SciDAC) [3] to develop a persistent infrastructure to enable scientific collaboration for magnetic fusion research. A five year project that was initiated in 2001, it built on the past collaborative work performed within the U.S. fusion community and added the component of computer science research done with the USDOE Office of Science, Office of Advanced Scientific Computer Research. The project was a collaboration itself uniting fusion scientists from General Atomics, MIT, and PPPL and computer scientists from ANL, LBNL, Princeton University, and the University of Utah to form a coordinated team. The group leveraged existing computer science technology where possible and extended or created new capabilities where required.

Developing a reliable energy system that is economically and environmentally sustainable is the long-term goal of Fusion Energy Science (FES) research [4]. In the U.S., FES experimental research is centered at three large facilities with a replacement value of over $1B. As these experiments have increased in size and complexity, there has been a concurrent growth in the number and importance of collaborations among large groups at the experimental sites and smaller groups located nationwide. Teaming with the experimental community is a theoretical and simulation community whose efforts range from applied analysis of experimental data to fundamental theory (e.g., realistic nonlinear 3D plasma models) that run on massively parallel computers. Looking toward the future, the large-scale experiments needed for FES research are staffed by correspondingly large, globally dispersed teams. The fusion program will be increasingly oriented toward the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [5] where even now, a decade before operation begins, a large portion of national program efforts are organized around coordinated efforts to develop promising operational scenarios. Substantial efforts to develop integrated plasma modeling codes are also underway in the U.S., Europe and Japan. As a result of the highly collaborative nature of FES research, the community is facing new and unique challenges. While FES has a significant track record for developing and exploiting remote collaborations, with such large investments at stake, there is a clear need to improve the integration and reach of available tools.

The NFC Project was initiated to address these challenges by creating and deploying collaborative software tools. The original objective of the NFC project was to develop and deploy a national FES “Grid” (FusionGrid) that would be a system for secure sharing of computation, visualization, and data resources over the Internet. The goal of FusionGrid
was to allow scientists at remote sites to participate as fully in experiments and computational activities as if they were working on site thereby creating a unified virtual organization of the geographically dispersed U.S. fusion community. The vision for FusionGrid was that experimental and simulation data, computer codes, analysis routines, visualization tools, and remote collaboration tools are to be thought of as network services. In this model, an application service provider (ASP) provides and maintains software resources as well as the necessary hardware resources. The project would create a robust, user-friendly collaborative software environment and make it available to the US FES community. This Grid's resources would be protected by a shared security infrastructure including strong authentication to identify users and authorization to allow stakeholders to control their own resources. In this environment, access to services is stressed rather than data or software portability.
2. PROJECT SUMMARY

Deployment of the production FusionGrid infrastructure (Fig. 1) has been made possible through work supported by the NFC project, by leveraging other SciDAC programs, and with the base funding for FES research [6]. Access to fusion data has been made secure via the integration of MDSplus [7,8] and the Globus toolkit [9,10]. The TRANSP code [11] has been released as a FusionGrid computational service along with supporting infrastructure development (data storage, monitoring, user GUI). This FusionGrid service has been so successful that it has become the production system for TRANSP usage in the United States, is widely used internationally [12], and was the model for numerous other fusion codes to be deployed on FusionGrid. The development of the desktop-based Access Grid (AG) node combined with the concept of application sharing in the AG venue [13,14] has allowed usage of this capability in the tokamak control room. Shared display walls [15] combined with new application sharing software has been deployed in tokamak control rooms with such positive results that fusion programs decided to purchase and permanently install new display and computer hardware to fully deploy this new functionality. SCIRun visualization software [16] has been integrated with MDSplus storage of large fusion simulation datasets to facilitate comparison of experiment and simulation. Finally, interacting with FusionGrid’s security system was greatly simplified by the deployment of MyProxy to manage scientists’ credentials as well as through a new web-interface-based centralized authorization system.

2.1. FUSIONGRID SECURITY

One of the major goals of the FusionGrid was to provide transparent and secure access to all of its resources. To implement this goal a unified FusionGrid authentication and authorization system was established based on X.509 identity certificates for authentication, the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) to transmit the authentication transparently and a shared authorization system. Originally, the X.509 identity certificates were issued by the DOE Grids Certificate Authority (CA) and the Globus toolkit (GT2) was employed to provide secure authentication, remote job execution, and communication over the open Internet. In response to the difficulties that fusion scientists experienced in managing their own X.509 credentials, the FusionGrid established a centralized Credential Manager that facilitates the issuing, use, renewal, and revocation of certificates [17]. The Credential Manager presents a customized Web interface to users to request membership in the FusionGrid. The user needs to provide name and contact information and select a FusionGrid username and password. The Credential Manager requests an X.509 credential from the FusionGrid CA. If it is approved and issued, it is stored on a central server and the
Fig. 1. Timeline of milestones from the fusion scientists’ perspective accomplished by the SciDAC funded National Fusion Collaboratory Project.
user is added to the ROAM authorization user base (see below). The user can then use the ROAM web interfaces to request access to FusionGrid services. The Credential Manager supports MyProxy interfaces to retrieve proxy credentials for Grid service invocations, and PubCookie interfaces to allow single-signon to a number of FusionGrid web sites. The user only needs to login once with a username and password to establish 12-hour secure FusionGrid session. The centralized server provides administrators with a single place to view all the FusionGrid users and to easily revoke any user’s privileges. The changes have been well received by users and administrators alike.

Since the operating policy of the DOEGrids CA did not allow third parties to possess user’s private keys, the Credential Manager scheme required a different CA. ESnet agreed to run a custom CA for the FusionGrid that allows centralized storage of credentials. The Credential Manager is run at LBNL and mirrored at MIT to provide the required robustness in case of system or network failures. The scripts and servers that get or renew proxy certificates will try to contact the LBNL server first and if that fails contact the MIT server. The Credential Manager also provides a mechanism for renewal of proxy certificates. When a user gets a proxy certificate, he can specify that it is to be used for a long running job on a certain server. Then that server can renew the proxy, if it is going to expire before the job is completed. This feature is currently being used for TRANSP jobs.

The Credential Manager also supports PubCookie [18] interfaces to provide single sign-on to a set of FusionGrid web sites. These sites can use the PubCookies just for user authentication or to get a proxy certificate for the user so they can act as a portal for grid services. So far this feature has only been used for a limited number of web sites and a single test service. A prototype version of the Credential Manager that supports the use one-time-passwords (CryptoCard tokens) for login was also implemented. There is ongoing work to use the production Credential Manager to provide SecurID access to FusionGrid.

In response to the difficulty of installing a complete GT2 environment, required to use any FusionGrid resource, the NFC project repackaged the Globus libraries used for FusionGrid logins and secure MDSplus communications. The core FusionGrid software utilizes a very small portion of the complete Globus software package. By identifying which modules were actually being referenced by the FusionGrid software a “GsiLite” library was constructed using around 100 Globus source modules. A simple makefile was constructed to build this single library and the FusionGrid code was re-linked with this library. Initial work was successfully completed on the Linux platform. The GsiLite library was successfully built on the Linux and Mac OS X platforms thus allowing deployment in a small package of the FusionGrid kit with the FusionGrid login and secure MDSplus connections.
To enable fine-grained controlled resource sharing, FusionGrid worked with the Globus developers to deploy callouts from the job manager to the Akenti [19,20] distributed authorization system to authorize job execution requests [21,22] and developed a system for dynamic account creation and management of local accounts [23]. Akenti allowed a richer than required access policy and resulted in unnecessary complication when granting access permissions to users. Based on user feedback related to ease-of-use issues, a Resource Oriented Authorization Management (ROAM) system [24] was designed and implemented to handle authorization on FusionGrid in place of Akenti. ROAM follows Akenti in using the X.509 and proxy certificates to authenticate and identify users, and takes advantage of the Globus gatekeeper and job manager authorization callouts that were implemented by the Globus team to facilitate Akenti and other external authorization procedures. The ROAM system provides a mechanism for centrally managing user authorization for access to fusion grid resources and was implemented using an Apache web server and a PostgreSQL database. A web site (roam.fusiongrid.org) permits users to request, view or manage resource authorizations. The Globus servers for gridftp and gatekeeper were extended using the gridmap file callout capability to query the ROAM system to determine if a user is authorized to access the server. Likewise the MDSplus data server was extended to query ROAM for connection authorization. Fusion grid resource providers can implement complex policies for resource authorization using ROAM. For instance a resource provider can first check if the user is authorized to access the site before checking for more specific authorization. In this way site security managers can disable all or a specific user from access to any participating resources at the site. A dedicated ROAM server was configured and was mirrored at MIT and LBNL for rapid failover and with nightly backups.

2.2. FUSIONGRID DATA ACCESS

Data access on FusionGrid was made available using the MDSplus data acquisition and data management system combined with the relational database Microsoft SQL server. In the fusion community, MDSplus is used at more than 30 sites, spread over 4 continents, and is the de facto standard for data access. MDSplus and the Globus toolkit have been combined to create secure X.509 certificate based client/server data access on FusionGrid using the standard MDSplus interface, without loss in speed or functionality [9]. Data access over high-latency wide area networks was further accelerated by implementing a parallel I/O layer underneath MDSIP, the remote access interface for MDSplus. After initial prototyping and testing, a production version was implemented using the BIDI (bi-directional e-mode) driver under development at ANL as part of the Globus/XIO subsystem. The main MDSplus data repositories at the three experimental facilities (Alcator C–Mod [25], DIII–D [26], NSTX [27]) are securely accessible via FusionGrid. Data
management by MDSplus of large datasets generated by simulation codes is being tested at NERSC [28] using results from NIMROD simulations. NIMROD is a 3D MHD simulation code [29] that runs on large parallel computers [30], which is partially funded by the SciDAC Center for Extended MHD Modeling. The SQL servers store high-level data and metadata including the run management database and FusionGrid monitoring systems. SQL Server is securely accessible via MDSplus pending a production release of Globus on Windows.

Three prototype MDSplus web services were developed to provide some experience in the development and use of web services for fusion research. One web service accepts the name of an MDSplus server, a tree name, an experiment instance (shot number) and an expression to be evaluated. The web service returns a string representing the answer of the evaluation. A second web service was developed to accept the same parameters but returns a floating-point array for the answer. The third web service again accepts the same input parameters but returns a more complex structure called a signal consisting of a y-axis and units and an x-axis and units. The web services were developed using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET and do not provide secure communications.

2.3. FUSIONGRID COMPUTATIONAL CODES

The code TRANSP, used for time dependent analysis and simulation of tokamak plasmas, was released in late 2002 as a service on FusionGrid. Running on a Linux cluster at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), this FusionGrid service has performed over 7500 simulations taking over 50,000 CPU hours for 10 different experimental fusion devices. Both the input data and output data of TRANSP is securely written and read from an MDSplus and SQL data repository. Work is being completed to allow coordinated operation of TRANSP, a serial code, with TORIC, an RF heating code, running on a parallel cluster. The approach employed could be a model for other “hybrid” calculations. Monitoring and tracking of these runs has been accomplished through the deployment of FusionGrid’s Monitoring System (FGM) [31], which is a derivative of the Data Analysis Monitoring System used at DIII–D. FGM was designed to allow for asynchronous tracking of multiple Grid applications, and to provide logfile access through anonymous FTP. FGM is based on Java Servlet technology and is presented in an intuitive manner to the scientist via a web interface. Detailed scientific information on the progress of each run can also be obtained via FGM by examining log files linked on the website and graphically with a link to ElVis a collaborative Java-based scientific graphics application which can be run from a web browser. Thus a reasonably comprehensive web-based environment has been provided in support of production of plasma computations. This environment has evolved in response to user comments and is readily extensible to simulation applications of increasing complexity.
Deployment of TRANSP on FusionGrid frees scientists from the need to build and maintain local versions of a large and complex code, and at the same time, eases the burden on the code development team, which was previously required to provide support on a highly heterogeneous set of remote machines. Further, the Grid implementation enabled users to perform significantly more calculations, resulting in more rapid progress than prior to the deployment of FusionGrid. Scientific results using FusionGrid were presented at the 2002 through 2005 American Physical Society Division of Plasma Physics (APS/DPP) meetings [32,33] and the 2002 and 2004 IAEA Fusion Energy Conferences [34]. Additional fusion codes that have been released as computational services include GATO, ONETWO, ElFresco, FWR, and GENRAY/CQL3D.

2.4. FUSIONGRID ADVANCED COLLABORATION SERVICES

The goals of FusionGrid’s advanced collaborative environment service was to use computer mediated communications techniques to enhance work environments, to enable increased productivity for collaborative work, and to exploit the use of high-performance computing technologies to improve the effectiveness of large-scale collaborative work environments. Examples of such collaboration include offsite support of experimental operations, large group collaborations in a tokamak control room, simulation/experimental data analysis meetings, and shared code debugging.

Large-format shared display walls are being used to enhance the collaborative work environment of the tokamak control room (Fig. 2). Software tools and techniques have been developed to increase ease-of-use of tiled displays in these environments. These tools include software to automatically align projectors [35,36], and interfaces to assist users and administrators [37]. Improving data distribution and scalability among tiled displays is a critical issue [38–40]. As a prototype FusionGrid service, tiled display walls have been tested in a variety of usage modalities. A single tiled wall has been used for collocated group sharing and discussion. For more remote collaboration two geographically separated tiled walls with networking software to form a shared collaborative display. These tests include tiled wall usage during tokamak experimental operations. The success of these tests has resulted in C-Mod, DIII-D, and NSTX organizations purchasing large shared display systems for their respective control rooms. Installation of these systems has been completed and they are routinely used during experimental operation.

The installation of shared display walls in fusion control rooms has facilitated group discussion, but to make the collaborations more dynamic the scientists must be able to easily push content from their workstation to the display walls. Display sharing is critical so that other scientists can view the results that one scientist has produced and visualized on their local workstation. Unfortunately previously deployed collaboration tools had several
drawbacks including platform dependencies, limited sharing modes and session initiation difficulties that don’t readily lend themselves to the task. To overcome these disadvantages the NFC project has developed and deployed tools that allow for display-sharing and multi-user interaction.

The NFC project developed an application sharing tool based on a modified VNC protocol. VNC is a pixel-based protocol for desktop sharing and is inherently cross-platform compatible. The original VNC protocol only provides for sharing an entire desktop. This leads to privacy issues in a collaboration environment where a user may want to share a graph with other scientists but does not want them to see other applications such as email. To overcome these limitations, the VNC protocol was modified to allow for sharing application windows rather than the entire desktop. This new protocol was implemented in a client-server application called SharedAppVnc and supports the three common platforms, Linux, Mac OS X and Windows of the fusion community. This new collaborative tool was installed in the control rooms of the three large tokamaks (Alcator C-Mod, DIII-D, NSTX). By using SharedAppVnc the fusion scientists can easily push application displays from

Fig. 2. The control rooms of NSTX (a), DIII-D (b), and C-Mod (c) with shared display walls being used to enhance collaboration. On the DIII-D display is also video from remote collaborators in Europe who were participating in that day’s experiments.
their workstation up to the control room’s collaborative display. They can also use SharedAppVnc to connect to remote scientists and collaboratively view applications.

To use the collaborative display wall effectively it is also important that all participants have the ability to give mouse and keyboard input. In particular users may want to reposition graphs for better viewing or highlight interesting results on the display wall. To allow for multi-user input a specialized window manager was developed for Linux. It allows up to seven scientists to be using a shared display simultaneously including interacting with different applications and menus. Each user gets their own uniquely color cursor which is easily distinguish from the others. The multi-cursor window manager has been deployed in the control rooms and allows scientists using Linux, Mac OS X or Windows workstations to interact together on the display wall. Feedback is presently being received during the C-Mod and DIII-D run campaigns with initial reports being positive.

The Access Grid is used by FusionGrid to create a service that enables group-to-group interaction and collaboration that improves the user experience beyond teleconferencing. Initial support included provisioning of Virtual Venues on the Argonne Venue Server for FusionGrid partners. These venues were also outfitted with multicast/unicast bridges to enable partners to join sessions independent of their multicast connectivity. While the Access Grid is considered a possible choice for enabling collaboration in Fusion control rooms as a whole, an extension was required from user feedback to enable collaboration with individual fusion researchers from their desktops. To this end, the NFC Project developed the Personal Interface to the Grid (PIG), a single machine workstation installation of the Access Grid software designed for usage by an individual scientist. This version of the software has seen successes in the Fusion environment and in other environments; single-machine Access Grid installations now account for a significant fraction of the AG user base. With increasing deployment of Apple Macintosh OS X computers in the Fusion environment, it became a priority for the Fusion community to have the Access Grid software available for this platform. The Access Grid is now fully supported under Mac OS X, and is in use on Mac computers in the Fusion community and in the wider Access Grid community. With the transition of FusionGrid security to use MyProxy, the AG venue client was augmented to support the retrieval of proxy credentials from FusionGrid MyProxy servers. This work enabled fusion researchers to use their FusionGrid credentials with the Access Grid software in the same manner as they use their credentials with other FusionGrid resources. These developments have increased Access Grid’s capability to provide scientific research with a complex multi-site visual and collaborative experience integrated with high-end visualization environments including tiled display walls.
VoIP phones were deployed to the Alcator C-Mod control room for testing SIP-based collaboration tools. Engineering and physics operators are evaluating the new technology during Alcator C-Mod operations. A web-based map for locating and dialing the VoIP phones was developed; the map displays control room phones, which when clicked will cause the client phone to call the selected control room phone.

The SCIRun Problem Solving Environment (PSE) is used on FusionGrid for an advanced scientific visualization service. SCIRun is open source software that gives the user the ability to create complex 3D visualizations and 2D graphics. This capability allows for the exploration of complex simulation results and the comparison of simulation and experimental data. SCIRun on FusionGrid gives the scientist a no-license-cost visualization capability that rivals present day commercial visualization packages.

To accelerate the usage of SCIRun within the fusion community, a stand-alone application built on top of SCIRun was developed and deployed. This application, FusionViewer, allows users who are unfamiliar with SCIRun to quickly create visualizations and perform analysis of their simulation data from either the MDSplus data storage environment or from locally stored HDF5 files. More advanced tools for visualization and analysis also were created in collaboration with the SciDAC Center for Extended MHD Modeling [30]. Versions of SCIRun with the FusionViewer have been made available to fusion scientists on the Mac OS X, Linux, and other Unix based platforms and have downloaded 1163 times. SCIRun has been used with NIMROD, M3D, BOUT fusion simulation data as well as simulation data from other SciDAC application areas (e.g., Astrophysics). The subsequent visualization results — including animations — have been incorporated into invited talks at multiple APS/DPP meetings as well as peer-reviewed journal articles. As an example, SCIRun was used for the visualization and analysis of a NIMROD simulation of a disruption that occurred in a DIII-D experiment. The resulting animations and stills were presented as part of invited talks at APS/DPP meetings and the SC04 conference in addition to being highlighted in the NIH/NSF Visualization Research Challenges Report.

Web browser accessible java-based scientific graphics (ElVis) was prototyped in the NFC project and is used in FGM as mentioned above. The results and wide area collaboration features have been sufficiently promising that ElVis has been adopted by other projects including plasma diagnostic development for reflectometry on current tokamak collaborations and MSE for ITER. ElVis has also been adopted in future plans for large-scale simulation projects for SciDAC as an interactive graphical monitoring tool for running simulations.
2.5. COLLABORATIVE CONTROL ROOM

The capabilities of FusionGrid were unified in a demonstration at SC03 of a collaborative tokamak control room. Magnetic fusion experiments operate in a pulsed mode producing plasmas of up to 10 seconds in duration every 10 to 20 minutes. Decisions to change the next pulse are informed by data analysis conducted within the roughly 20-minute between-pulse interval. This mode of operation requires rapid data analysis that can be assimilated in near-realtime by a geographically dispersed research team. Offsite collaborators (Phoenix) joined in a mockup of a DIII–D experiment located in San Diego. AG technology allowed for shared audio and video as well as shared applications. The offsite collaborators could hear DIII–D announcements and see via a web interface the state of the pulse cycle, the status of data acquisition, and the state of between pulse data analysis. The fusion visualization application ReviewPlus was shared between the two sites allowing for joint scientific exploration. Between pulse data analysis of the plasma shape (EFIT running at PPPL) was conducted on FusionGrid through a computational reservation system that guaranteed a specific analysis to be completed within a set time window [41]. Additionally, the TRANSP computational service was run at PPPL for the first time between pulses giving scientists data that was previously only available after the experimental day had ended. The offsite team was able to collaborate more efficiently amongst themselves by being able to share their personal display with the room’s shared display. This capability allowed visualizations to be efficiently compared side-to-side for debate before reporting results back to the DIII–D control room.

Based on the positive SC03 demonstration, in January 2004, a scientist from San Diego decided not to travel and instead remotely lead the experiment at the JET tokamak facility in England. This successful remote leadership was made possible by the same technology demonstrated at SC03. Today’s experiments invariably involve a mix of local and remote researchers, with sessions routinely led by scientists at remote institutions. For example, over the last 2 years, 5-10% of experimental time on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak was devoted to runs with remote session leaders. From our experience of placing collaborative tools in operating tokamak control rooms, the project has determined that the collaborative control room requires (1) secured computational services that can be scheduled as required, (2) the ability to rapidly compare experimental data with simulation results, (3) a means to easily share individual results with the group by moving application windows to a shared display, and (4) the ability for remote scientists to be fully engaged in experimental operations through shared audio, video, and applications.

In an effort to assess the ability to schedule secured computational services, the NFC project conducted a successful advanced reservation test on FusionGrid that was operated in parallel with DIII-D experimental operations. Since that first test the advance reservation
system has been improved by building more semantically rich and user-friendly interfaces as well as by examining new technologies to create more reliable remote computation access for experiments. Specifically, virtual machines (VM) were examined based on concepts [42,43] coupled with advance reservation systems to guarantee and enforce specified resource quota during experiments. By providing live migration capabilities VMs allow for much more flexible and failure-independent management of remote resources at the cost of very little overhead thus providing a promising platform for collaborative on-demand resource sharing.
3. OVERALL ASSESSMENT

The project would be considered a success if assessed by its initial objective to develop and deploy a national FES “Grid” (FusionGrid) that would be a system for secure sharing of computation, visualization, and data resources over the Internet. But even more important, FusionGrid has had and continues to have a tremendous impact on how collaboration and computational services are delivered to the fusion community — specially the experimental community and also those users who are not themselves authors of services being utilized. What started out as a prototype or pilot project, FusionGrid services proved so successful they are now used in a production environment for everyday FES research. The success of other prototype services has resulted in FES research funds being used to purchase necessary hardware to create production services. As a result, FusionGrid has had a substantial impact on how the community performs its science.

The project has also been assessed from the outside including annually by the DOE/OFES Program Advisory Committee (PAC) of the Plasma Science Advanced Computing Institute (PSACI). Chaired by Dr. W.L. Krueer, the PAC is comprised of leading experts in plasma physics and computer science. Quoting from their summer of 2005 report:

“The National Fusion Collaboratory (NFC) has continued to be remarkably successful in providing vital infrastructure for national and international collaboration in experimental operation, data analysis, and simulation. FusionGrid services have enabled fusion scientists to use codes with less effort and better support. The code TRANSP, available as a FusionGrid service, has performed over 5800 simulations for ten different fusion devices throughout the world and is also being used for machine and experimental designs for both the Burning Plasma Experiment in the US and the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor. Recently the GATO ideal MHD plasma stability code was also released as a FusionGrid service. Shared display walls in Tokamak control rooms and significantly enhanced remote collaboration via Access Grid nodes are having a large impact on productivity. The NFC is enabling greater utilization of the existing US experiments by more scientists by facilitating real-time off-site interaction with the experiments. In addition, a unified FusionGrid security infrastructure has enabled more effective sharing of data and codes.”

Given this positive review they recommended in the same report that:

“…the remarkably successful National Fusion Collaboratory continue to play a major leadership role in building collaborative infrastructure for future remote operation of experiments and in fostering collaborative development and use of simulation codes as well as data analysis codes. The
NFC is encouraged to take a leadership role in establishing common data structures and protocols and a collaborative culture for integrating SciDAC and FSP project results into the broad fusion community, and in particular the large experimental communities.

Looking toward the future, the fusion program will be increasingly oriented toward ITER where even now, a decade before operation begins, a large portion of national program efforts are organized around coordinated efforts to develop promising operational scenarios. Substantial efforts to develop integrated plasma modeling codes are also underway in the U.S., Europe and Japan. While the NFC project has helped to accelerate the development and exploitation of remote collaboration technology and helped to place the U.S. in a leadership position with respect to enabling technology for international collaborations, with such a large investment at stake for the US fusion program, there is a clear need to improve the integration and reach of available tools.
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